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Abstract. Among various static and dynamic software verification techniques,
runtime assertion checking traditionally holds a particular place. Commonly used
by most software developers, it can provide a fast feedback on the correctness of
a property for one or several concrete executions of the program. Quite easy to
realize for simple program properties, it becomes however much more complex
for complete program contracts written in an expressive specification language.
This paper presents a one-hour tutorial on runtime assertion checking in which
we give an overview of this popular dynamic verification technique, present its
various combinations with other verification techniques (such as static analysis,
deductive verification, test generation, etc.) and emphasize the benefits and difficulties of these combinations. They are illustrated on concrete examples of C
programs within the Frama-C software analysis framework using the executable
specification language E-ACSL.
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Introduction

Among the most useful techniques for detecting and locating software errors, runtime
assertion checking (RAC) is nowadays a widely used programming practice [1]. Assertions offer one of the most convenient and scalable automated techniques for detecting
errors and providing information about their locations, even for errors that are traversed
during execution but do not necessarily lead to failures. More and more engineers and
researchers today are interested in verification tools allowing to automatically check
specified program properties at runtime.
This one-hour tutorial proposes a short survey on runtime assertion checking and
focuses on combinations of this technique with other static and dynamic verification
approaches (such as abstract interpretation, deductive verification, test generation, etc.).
While runtime assertion checking is not so difficult to implement for simple program
properties, it becomes much more complex for more evolved specification like full function contracts written in an expressive specification language. We discuss the benefits
and the difficulties of runtime assertion checking for expressive specifications, and of
its combinations with other analysis techniques.
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Fig. 1. Basic usages of the E - ACSL plugin translating annotations into C code
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Fig. 2. Combination of deductive verification and runtime assertion checking

Tutorial examples are run in F RAMA -C1 [2], an open-source software verification
toolset, using the executable specification language E - ACSL [3, 4]. E - ACSL syntax is
intentionally close to C and can be easily learned on-the-fly. F RAMA -C offers various
analyzers, such as abstract interpretation based value analysis plugin VALUE, deductive
verification plugin WP, test generation plugin PATH C RAWLER [5]. The E - ACSL plugin
of F RAMA -C translates E - ACSL annotations into instrumented C code that can be used
for runtime assertion checking or program monitoring as illustrated by Fig. 1.
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Tutorial Outline

In the first part of the tutorial, we give a historical overview of runtime assertion checking and its usage in software engineering. The second part presents runtime assertion
checking for E - ACSL, an expressive specification language (including pre- and postconditions, loop annotations, mathematical integers, quantifications, memory-related
constructs, references to specific program points, etc.), and emphasizes the benefits and
the issues of this kind of specifications. We also show how different types of errors,
sometimes very subtle, can be efficiently detected by runtime assertion checking.
As an illustration of what kind of examples the tutorial provides, Fig. 3 shows a C
function which implements binary search and contains E - ACSL annotations enclosed in
special comments /*@ ... */. Before the function, we specify the function contract.
First, the requires clauses define preconditions stating that each cell of the array
must be a valid memory location, that the array must be sorted and that its length must
be positive. The function has two behaviors: if the searched key exists, the result of the
function is the index where the key is found; otherwise (if the key does not exist), the
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requires \forall integer i; 0 <= i < length ==> \valid(a+i);
requires \forall integer i; 0 <= i < length-1 ==> a[i] <= a[i+1];
requires length >= 0;
behavior exists:
assumes \exists integer i; 0 <= i< length && a[i] == key;
ensures a[\result] == key;
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@ behavior not_exists:
@ assumes \forall integer i; 0 <= i < length
@ ensures \result == -1; */
int binary_search(int *a, int length, int key)
int low = 0, high = length - 1;
/*@ loop invariant 0 <= low <= high + 1;
@ loop invariant high < length;
@ loop invariant \forall integer k; 0 <= k
@ loop invariant \forall integer k; high <
while (low <= high) {
int mid = low + (high - low) /2;
/*@ assert low <= mid <= high; */
if (a[mid] == key) return mid;
if (a[mid] < key) { low = mid+1; }
else { high = mid - 1; }
}
return -1;
}

==> a[i] != key;
{

< low ==> a[k] < key;
k < length ==> a[k] > key; */

Fig. 3. Function binary search annotated in E - ACSL
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Fig. 4. Combination of value analysis and runtime assertion checking

function returns −1. The body of the function also contains several loop invariants that
express invariant properties of the loop, and an assertion.
The last part of the tutorial focuses on combinations of runtime assertion checking
with other analyzers. We show the benefits and the limitations of runtime verification
used in combination with deductive verification where it can help to quickly check if
the program respects an unproven annotation on one or several concrete executions (see
Fig. 2). Combinations of abstract interpretation with runtime assertion checking can be
beneficial in several ways, for example, by statically validating or invalidating some
annotations, avoiding redundant or irrelevant checks to optimize runtime verification,
or generating annotations for alarms to be checked (see Fig. 4). Combinations with
automatic test generation can be used to check at runtime complex properties on a
large test suite even when the properties are too complex to be supported by symbolic
test generation techniques directly (see Fig. 5). The combinations will be illustrated on
examples of C programs within the F RAMA -C verification framework and using the
PATH C RAWLER test generator [5].
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Fig. 5. Combination of test generation and runtime assertion checking
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